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It is delivered on CD-ROM and runs on Windows 98/Me/2000/XP. X5 Incomedia's WebSite X5 is the most powerful and
flexible Flash tool available to web developers today, and is the only program of its kind to provide the features of all of the top
browsers. WebSite X5 Pro is loaded with features designed to make your life easier, allowing you to focus on designing a page
rather than struggling with the numerous Flash tools out there. nHACK Incomedia WebSite X5 Professional V13.1.1.9 Full
Version Features: Fully Integrated with Adobe Flash Player including converting.SWF files into Flash/Actionscript and
authoring Flash applications with the Flash authoring tools. It can generate cross-browser SWF files and does not require a
license for any of the other SWF-capable browsers (Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, Opera, and Konqueror). All of the
common plug-ins, including Shockwave, Java, Silverlight, PDF, Quicktime, Windows Media, Flash, EMBED, and HTTP, can
be imported and exported to help you save time and effort. The only Flash tool in its class to allow you to create and manage
your own menus, toolbars, and buttons to add an animated effect. Full integration with the Windows clipboard (copy/paste) of
any HTML, including support for HTML character entities and HTML-encoded URLs and encoded URLs in form fields. Full
Unicode support including encodings for Japanese, Korean, Arabic, Chinese and other world languages, support for Cyrillic,
Greek, Hebrew, Latin, and Spanish languages, and support for many more. Possibility to display a multitude of different fonts
and texts in any font from the Windows computer system and display different fonts and texts in multiple languages in a single
Flash document. Supports audio, video, and animation for timelines. Full support for time correction, advanced animation and
motion controls. Supports animation, audio, and visual effects, including slideshows, effects such as drop shadow, and content
sharing. Realistic touch support, including support for LiveEffects (e.g., scrolling text, navigating through menus). Realistic
camera effects. Many thousands of ways to draw shapes and change their size, colors, and shadows. Multiple layers to create
complex content such as a complex composite
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